Junior Workshops
Grade 4 - 6

pricing & exhibit
contact based

‘heritage
& identity’ canadian
art in
perspective
landscapes motion II
masks

Students will experience the welcoming atmosphere of Gallery Stratford as they enter a hands-on
workshop led by an Art Educator. The creative process will drive students as they delve into
professional art materials to create their own masterpieces based on the Ontario Arts (A),
Mathematics (M), Science & Technology (ST), and Social Studies (SS) Curriculum.

Based on the elements of line, shape and form, and
space an advanced thaumatrope will be created to
animate motion of Earth and Space Systems. Students
will sketch, draw and colour to make it their best
work.
(A, ST)
Inspired by the Group of Seven, students will use the
critical analysis process to depict Canadian Scenery
and create an informed point of view on the
presented pieces. Students will apply the creative
process to create their own Canadian Landscape using
watercolour paints and pastels.
(A, SS)
As a direct link to the Social Studies curriculum,
students decide which Early Society to focus on and
create a mask representing of their chosen culture.
Students will use various paints and art tools to ensure
peers will recognize which culture their masks are
representing, relating that to others.
(A, SS)
Students will explore different perspectives as they
design their own city or landscape using 2 & 3D
shapes, printmaking as well as mixed media. With a
focus is on line, value, and space students will act as
architects and planners creating a unique place.
(A, M, SS)

As students explore the Gallery they will be challenged
to use the critical analysis process to create their point
of view on the exhibitions and be inspired to create
their own, grade based, masterpiece as it reflects the
works of local artists.
(A, M, ST, SS)
$5/student: any 45-60 minute workshop as listed above
$7/student: any 45-60 minute workshop as listed above
and an exhibition tour
Teachers, support staff and volunteers: free

Custom workshops
can be arranged to
suit classroom
topics and needs,
call today to
arrange!

Have Questions or Want to Book?
Peg Dunnem, Curator of Education
pdunnem@gallerystratford.on.ca
519-271-5271 ext. 223

